INTRODUCTION
sound that is transmitted across the air-sea interface arrives at the hydrophone via a refracted ray path-see 1. The acoustic data from each sensor are processed to received by a stationary observer, changes with time due to obtain estimates of the Doppler shift in the propeller blade the acoustical Doppler effect. Observations of the acoustirate at short time intervals during the aircraft's transit cal Doppler effect for transitting aircraft have been reoverhead. The observations are then compared with the ported previously, using microphones on land' and hydroresults predicted by using a simple ray-theory model. phones in water.
2 Urick 2 showed that sound from an airborne source can reach a subsurface acoustic sensor in four different ways:
I. MODEL via a direct refracted path, via one or more bottom reflec-A. Microphone tions, via scattering from a rough sea surface, and via the lateral wave (also called the inhomogeneous or evanescent Consider an aircraft that emits an acoustic tone of wave). Only sound propagation via the direct refraction frequency f. as it flies at a constant speed (v,) and altitude path is of interest here.
(h) in a constant direction so that its flight path passes Whereas Urick studied the intensity of the aircraft's directly over a microphone located on the ground--see noise signature as a function of time, the present approach Fig. 2 . The sound that is emitted by the aircraft at a horconsiders the variation with time of the Doppler frequency izontal range r arrives at the microphone at a later time t.. associated with a particular spectral line in the aircraft's which is given by acoustic spectrum because, unlike the intensity measure=r-r 4.-h :k h h /I ments, the frequency estimates display little variability
over short intervals of time. The spectral line correspondvS ca vs tan . a ing to the propeller blade rate is selected for analysis bewhere !4 is the separation distance between the source and cause it is the most prominent feature in the acoustic specthe receiver, ca is the speed of sound propagation in the trum of a propeller-driven aircraft. The blade rate is equal atmosphere, and Oa is the angle of depression of the microto the product of the shaft rotation rate and the number of phone relative to the horizontal flight path of the aircraft; blades on the propeller, the angle of depression is the complement of the angle of This paper considers the acoustical Doppler effect for incidence. The propagation delay for the sound to travel an acoustic tone emitted by a moving airborne sound from the aircraft to the microphone is equal to Ilca. source and then received by a microphone and a hydroThe Doppler frequency of the acoustic signal received phone. In the experiment, a turbo-prop aircraft having a by the microphone at the time t. is given by constant propeller blade rate flies over a microphone placed just above ground level and then over a hydrophone f. = f.,
located in the deep ocean. The acoustic emissions from the In Eqs.
(1) and (2), the upper sign (-) applies when aircraft propagate through the air to the microphone via the aircraft is inward bound towards the microphone (t < 0 the direct ray path between source and receiver, whereas and fa > f,), while the lower sign (+) applies when the (t > 0 and f, < f,). At the closest point of approach, the d I (3) aicrf is directly overhead and so r ----, t.= 0, and f a=f,
The atmosphere is assumed to be an isospeed medium for the propagation of sound with the value of c. being where le/ca+1 8 cC is the propagation delay for the sound equal to 660 kn.
to travel from the aircraft to the hydrophone, c. is the speed of sound propagation in water, and 0. is the complement of the angle of refraction. The speed of sound wave propagation in the underwater medium is assumed to be constant, with the value of c. being equal to 2960 kn.
IL Hydrophone
The Doppler frequency of the acoustic signal received by the hydrophone at the time tw is given by Similarly, the sound emitted by the aircraft at a horizontal range R (see Fig. 3 ) arrives at the hydrophone at a fw=fj [l F(v/c.) The critical angle of incidence Bc is equal to sin- '(c.1c.) , that is, O=13°. When the angle of incidence h la is greater than 0e, all of the sound energy from the aircraft is reflected from the sea surface, so that none of the acoustic energy from the aircraft is transmitted across the airsea interface into the underwater medium. Thus, the transmission of sound across the air-sea interface occurs only over an area of the sea surface that corresponds to the base Dopler shift of the signal received by the hydrophone is predicte to be much smaller than the Doppler shift of the signa received by the microphone. Also, the transition 9 timie from the maximum (up Doppler) frequency to the minimum (down Doppler) frequency is much shorter for -the signal received by the hydrophone.
OBERATO

IL EXPERIMENT AND ACOUSTIC DATA PROCESSING
A turbo-prop aircraft with a constant propeller blade rate of 68 Hz flies over a microphone on land and then over a hydrophone in the sea. The microphone is mounted 2 ft above the ground and the hydrophone isat adepth of 60ft
60MOE
below the ase surface. The analog output from each sensor is convertied to a digital data stream. The phase interpolation metbodM4 IS appie to the digital time series data so so that the Doppler-shifted blade rate can be estimated at the microphone data.
kn and 700 ft, respectively.
